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SCREEN-‐BASED	
  STORIES	
  
MOD Productions creates screen-based stories through MOD Films.

Sanctuary	
  
In the near future, a teenage geek girl is struggling to find her identity in the midst
of an increasingly totalitarian regime. Her online avatar must escape from a secret
online prison before her true identity is discovered and her family comes to harm
in the real world. Sanctuary is new kind of superhero story universe that spans live
cinema events, 13x30 TV series, live cinema events, online community resources.

Tag	
  Town	
  
Her bio-terrorist virus will destroy the city. A clue: Flickr photos. Find her
before it’s too late! Tag Town is a TV movie and geo-location mobile game.

After	
  The	
  Storm	
  (Post	
  Tempest)	
  
A shipwreck. An island. Which reality? Woman, ghost, harbour city or land
before conquest? Feature film / online game.

Don’t	
  Let	
  The	
  Panic	
  Show	
  
The heart-wrenching, but ultimately uplifting, story of a gay teenager doing
his military service in the Russian Army in Siberia. Feature film / online game

The	
  Watch	
  
The year is 1940 and the City of London is under attack. The Watch tells the
story of a father and son who are destined never to see eye-to-eye if not for
the catastrophic circumstances which bind them together as they work sideby-side in the volunteer fire brigade manning 24 hour watches over St. Paul’s
cathedral. Film.

Extra	
  Fox	
  
The story of a package holiday in London gone wrong. Al arrives from the US
to shoot foxes, unaware that the hunt he has signed up for is targeting urban
foxes in Central London, the “hounds” are free-runners (doing “le parkour”)
and the possibilities for disaster are endless.

Canbhorror	
  
Something is not quite right in Australia’s capital city. The magpie birds seem
possessed. The public servants are downright zombie-like and some
malevolent force appears to be lurking at the bottom of the lake.

The	
  Zoo	
  
Bill has stumbled onto an online Jurassic Park for viruses.

Mashed	
  Up	
  Minds	
  
A journey through remixable media. 3 part TV series and book tracing the
impact film, music and video game remixing is having on popular culture and
how we think.
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INTERACTIVE	
  TITLES	
  
MOD Productions designs and prototypes interactive titles and services inhouse.

Rack&Pin	
  
Script-to-screen online tools, such as digital dailies and task management,
available via a subscription-based cloud platform for digital media productions

Foodie	
  
Losing weight made easy through a colourful diet tracker. iPhone app in
development.

I	
  Love	
  You!	
  
A cute and friendly toy. Available for sale on iPhone AppStore

Babe	
  On	
  A	
  Beam	
  
A balancing game aimed at non-gamers. Available for sale on iPhone
AppStore.

Follow us on Twitter:
@modprods @modfilms @teamsanctuary @napkingames @michela
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